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NEW QUESTION: 1
Match the HPE Tool with its use case. Select all that apply.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
One Config Advanced (OCA) - Estimate the power and cooling requirements and weight for a
rack of equipment Single Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) - Check compatibility of
storage components Products and solutions Now (PSNow) - Download a technical presentation
for a DL380 Gen10

NEW QUESTION: 2
In your SAP S/4HANA system, ledger group L1 is assigned to a US GAAP accounting principle.
You want to assign ledger group to the L1 to a separate depreciation areas that posts
acquisition and production cost APC) and depreciation values. Which of the following
limitations prevent you from making assignment?
A. One of the underlying ledgers is assigned to a fiscal year variant that has a different start/end
date than the other ledgers.
B. The US GAAP values need to be reported in USG-but-the company code currency is defined
as EUR.
C. You assign transfer of APC values only from depreciation areas to which the same accounting
principle is assigned.
D. You use the accounts approach to parallel valuation and all accounting principles are
assigned to a single ledger.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop each BGP attribute on the left into the priority order in which the attributes are
preferred when determining the best path on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
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